
Star skills…
Calculate the original amount 
after a percentage change

Weeks 1-2 Fractions and percentages

Maths Yr8 Spring Half Term 2 Knowledge Organiser: Developing Number

Weeks 3-4 Standard index form

= required for 
Exceptional

Star metric conversions you need to know…

Area Volume

Weeks 5-6 Number sense

Key equivalences…

F D %12 0.5 50%

14 0.25 25%

15 0.2 20%

18 0.125 12.5%

110 0.1 10%

1100 0.01 1%

11000 0.001 0.1%

Core skills…

Calculate a percentage of a quantity 
using a decimal multiplier

Calculate a percentage increase and 
decrease using a decimal multiplier

Express a quantity as a percentage of 
another

Core metric conversions you need to know…
Length Mass

Core skills…

Evaluate positive powers of 10 106 =?
Write numbers greater than one in standard form 5 × 106 =?
Evaluate negative powers of 10 10−6 =?
Write decimals in standard form 5 × 10−6 =?
Add and subtract numbers in standard form

Multiply and divide numbers in standard form

Star skills…
Work with negative indices

Work with fractional indices

Core skill…
Estimation

Star skill…
Write error intervals

Brackets

Indices

Divide or Multiply

Add or Subtract



Maths Yr8 Spring Half Term 2 Homework: Developing Number

Week 1: 
Complete a MathsWatch* task (FDP revision) revising 
some key fraction decimal percentage conversions that you 
should know from years 6 and 7.
Ensure you have memorised the Key Equivalences for FDP 
from your knowledge organiser!

= required for 
Exceptional

Week 2: 
Find 3 examples of percentages being quoted in the news 
or online. Create a poster showing your 3 examples and how 
percentages were used to help communicate the story or 
key message.

Week 4: 
Find 3 examples of where standard form is used in an area 
other than maths lessons! 
Create a poster showing these 3 examples. 

*MathsWatch homeworks:
These homework tasks can be accessed from the website www.mathswatchvle.com
Before starting each task, make sure you have watched and understood the help videos linked to each question.
If you do not have internet or computer access at home, please ask your teacher for a printed copy of the task.
Username: Surname followed by first name initial and @Colfox. e.g. if your name was Indiana Jones, your username would be 
jonesi@colfox
Password: SJCA101 

Week 3: 

Complete a MathsWatch* task reviewing the percentages 
skills covered in weeks 1 and 2 (Percentages review).

Weeks 5-6 Number sense

Week 5: 

Create a MathsWatch* task reviewing the Standard Index 
Form skills covered in weeks 3 and 4 (Standard form 
review). 

Week 6: 

Use your Knowledge Organiser to revise all the topics 
covered this unit ready for a knowledge check next week.

Weeks 1-2 Fractions and percentages Weeks 3-4 Standard index form

http://www.mathswatchvle.com/

